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Ride, Rangers, Ride!
Born from the rainbow itself, the Rainbow
Rangers are Earth’s First Responders – they’re
nature’s superheroes!
These seven girls, each with her own wildly unique
personality and powers, live a rainbow’s ride away in
Kaleidoscopia. But whenever there’s trouble for the
people, animals, or natural wonders of the Earth, the
Rangers zoom into action and ride a rainbow across the
sky to save the day.
Join the following companies who have jumped on their
Spectra Scooters and Yelled Ride Rangers Ride!
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Rainbow Rangers Themes
What Makes Us Stand Out in the Crowd
1. Empowerment – The Rangers are young, but they make a huge difference in the world.
2. Diversity – Not only do the Rangers look racially diverse, but they’re also
wildly diverse in their personalities, which shows that all different types
can get along.

3. Inclusivity – Since the Rangers go on missions in different groups,
every Ranger has a chance to shine and be a hero. Viewers
see that everyone can be a star.

4. Trial and Error – The Rangers usually make several
mistakes before they succeed, showing viewers
that “failure” is just another step towards victory.

5. Dual Play Patterns – Episodes take place both in

the fantastical world of Kaleidoscopia and on Earth,
seamlessly blending Fantasy and
Action-Adventure play patterns.

6. Exciting Toyetic Features – Seven main characters

with unique leads to collectability, plus the Rangers
world is rife with gadgets, vehicles, fashions, accessories,
and an incredible home base.
7. Scent – Every Ranger has her own signature scent.
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Creative Brain Trust

Rob Minkoff 		

Shane Morris

Ruben Aquino			

Elise Allen

Directed Disney’s Lion King
Co-wrote Disney’s Frozen
Designed characters for Little
Emmy-nominated writer		
										Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, 						
										Lion King, Mulan, Pocahantas, 						
										and Frozen.

These four came together to create a new series that they felt embodied the magic and fantasy they learned
from their years at Disney making the most successful Disney films ever.
Rob and Shane have kids in preschool, as does Tim Mansfield, Shane’s writing partner. They all share a
passion to create new stories for television that would speak to the fun, fantasies, magic, and excitement of
young girls. Elise has long been a driving force in female-empowering kids’ entertainment and is the New York
Times Bestselling author of the hit book series, Jim Henson’s Enchanted Sisters.
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Meet the Rangers
Rosie Redd - The Leader
Rosie is a born leader: bold, focused, and determined.
Her gadget of choice is the beautiful Rainbow Ring.
When she points the ring at something and activates
it with the words “Rainbow Reveal!”, the ring shoots
rainbow light wherever Rosie points it, and lets her see
through any object to what’s behind or hiding inside it.
Basically it’s X-Ray vision in ring form.
Rosie’s role on the team is to see the big picture,
and offer a single-minded vision of what do to next.
It makes her crazy when others are indecisive, and
she might even miss a great idea if someone offers
it in an uncertain tone. That said, Rosie’s the first
CGI Rosie to follow this style as well as the rest of the Rangers.
to understand when a plan isn’t working. She’ll
immediately gather new ideas from the team, and pivot decisively to a brand new
tack. The only thing Rosie can’t accept is failure; it’s simply not an option.
Rosie’s power is super-strength, which makes her a natural athlete. Her brightred-colored section of the Crystal Caves looks like the most radically awesome
American Ninja Warrior course ever. Rosie has it mastered, and brings those mad
skills to every Rangers mission. Like all the Rangers, she doesn’t quite have a grasp
on how to modulate her powers, so sometimes she’ll smash something she means to
tap, or deliver an enemy a glancing blow when she’s going for a knockout punch.

Character Traits

Favorite Color: Red
Power: Super Strength
Signature Gadget: The Rainbow Ring
Quote: “Ride, Rangers, Ride!”
Natural Scent: Strawberry
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Mandarin “Mandy” Orange –
The Cheerleader
Love, peace, happiness, and song – these are Mandy’s favorite things. Always allinclusive, Mandy will be the first to notice if someone is down or feeling left out, and
won’t rest until he or she is happy and a part of things. Mandy’s silly and sunny, never
sour or snarky. She can find joy in any situation. If the Rangers are trapped in a deep,
dark dirt-ditch, she’ll note, “How great that we all get to spend time together,” and
“Feel the walls – you really appreciate the texture of the dirt when you can’t see.”
Mandy’s role on the team is to keep their spirits up, no matter what. Even her orangecolored section of the Crystal Caves is soothing and fun. It’s filled with and endless
variety of musical instruments, and Mandy can play them all. It’s also acoustically
perfect – no matter how softly you whisper, the sounds will carry easily to anyone else
in her area. Mandy’s filled with gratitude – she takes the time to soak the joy out of
every single moment and share it with the group. That can sometimes be a problem
for Type A Rosie who likes thing to move – fast! More often though, it’s Mandy’s
outlook that keeps the group positive enough to seek a new solution when all else has
failed.
Mandy’s power is super hearing, so she can hear trouble – or help – from miles away.
Sometimes she hears wrong since she’s still mastering her powers. That leads to some
comic scrapes, but nothing the Ranger’s can’t handle. Mandy’s power plays into her
attitude: to her the world is a giant song, and she loves raising her voice to join in. It
also plays into her signature gadget: a hypno-flute. Every living creature – plant, animal,
or person – has a song in their heart. If Mandy can figure out that song and play it on
her hypno-flute, she can hypnotize that living creature into obeying a single command.
The hypno-flute only works once per creature, but that’s been enough to get the
Rangers out of plenty of dangerous scrapes.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: Orange
Power: Super Hearing
Signature Gadget: Hypno-Flute
Quote: “Sing with me!”
Natural Scent: Creamsicle
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Bonnie “B.B.” Blueberry –
The Logician
If B.B. were on the Starship Enterprise, she’d be Mister Spock. She’s
incredibly logical, and doesn’t understand silliness or anything done
without a purpose. It makes her an irresistible target for Indigo’s
practical jokes, but the jokes don’t bother B.B. – she simply doesn’t get
them. B.B. is the most scientific and techie Ranger, and her blue-tinted
room in the Crystal Caverns is filled with science and computer gear.
Even her signature gadget is techy. The Rainbow Construct-O-Max is
an incredible computer/3D printer that lets B.B. build things instantly
out in the field, so she can generate whatever pieces she needs to
MacGyver together the perfect villain-defeating tool.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: Blue
Power: Super Vision
Signature Gadget: Rainbow ConstructO-Max
Quote: “There’s only one logical
answer.”
Natural Scent: Blueberry

B.B.’s role on the team is to look at every situation, peel back any
emotion, determine the course of action that makes the most sense,
then use her Construct-O-Max to create the perfect tools to help. Her
input is invaluable. That said, sometimes the best decision defies all
logic, and B.B. never understands when Rosie leads the group into an
illogical choice based on gut instinct.
B.B.’s power is super vision. She can count the molecules in a blade of
grass, see inside a crater on Mars, or focus on anything in between. Her
vision is also strong metaphorically, meaning she has a clear sense of
what’s right and wrong. When the other Rangers argue, B.B.’s the first to
propose the most fair solution for everyone.
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Indigo “Indy” Allfruit –
The Fighter
As quick with a quip as she is on her feet, Indy is a one-of-a kind original.
She’s small but scrappy; fearless in her words and deeds. She can rip you
to shreds with nothing but her wicked wit. Indy’s a prankster, and loves
unleashing pranks on her fellow Rangers, but she’s also fiercely protective
of them. If she thinks a Ranger is in danger – physically or emotionally –
she’ll race into the breach full tilt, without a thought for her own safety.
Sometimes this causes problems for Indy. She acts first and thinks later…
if at all. Yet what she lacks in discretion, she more than makes up for in
enthusiasm. She’s eager for every adventure, and her wild excitement is
beyond infectious.
Indy’s role on the team is to keep everyone energized. There’s no footdragging when Indy’s around; she dives head-first into every mission, and
no one can help but follow. She also keeps the team laughing with her
pranks and wit. Her section of the Crystal Caves is like an indigo-colored
joke shop, filled with kooky props and tchotchkes. The entire area is also
rigged with trap doors and secret passageways, so you never know what’ll
happen when you enter.
Indy’s special power is super speed, and she moves even faster with her
signature gadget: Super Sonic Rainbow Sneakers. When they’re on her
feet, she’s not only fast, but she defies gravity. She can run up a tree, run
upside down on a ceiling, or even run on water.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: Indigo
Power: Super Speed
Signature Gadget: Super Sonic
Rainbow Sneakers
Quote: “Gotcha good, knew I would!”
Natural Scent: Tutti Frutti
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Anna Banana – The Empath
Though the Rangers are all the same age, Anna Banana
seems like the youngest. She’s supremely naïve, sweet, and
kind – she only sees the best in every living creature. On first
meeting the Monstrously Monstrous Monstrosity, a giant-sized
Kaleidoscopia creature with razor-sharp talons, seven rows
of venom-dripping teeth, and ten hairy legs covered in slimy
barbed fur, her response was to give it a huge hug and cry,
“Awwww! You’re so cute!”

Character Traits
Favorite Color: Yellow
Power: Animal Whisperer
Signature Gadget: Super Stuffie Wuffie
Quote: “I just wanna give you a hug!”
Natural Scent: Banana

Anna’s role on the team is to be its heart. She will never let the
group assume anyone or anything is up to no good, and she
would never harm anyone or anything on purpose. She’s so
loving and trusting that it gets her in trouble sometimes; she’s
the last to notice danger, even when it’s looming over her with
a toothy, bloodthirsty glare. Even her signature gadget is made
of love. Super Stuffie Wuffie is a small stuffed animal that’s so
unbearably cute that anyone who hugs it is incapable of doing
anything beyond sitting and cuddling. It’s a very handy – and
adorable – way to neutralize an enemy.
Anna’s power is her ability to communicate with animals. She
can speak with any animal, both on Earth and in Kaleidoscopia.
Her yellow room in the Crystal Caverns is always filled with an
endless variety of unique animal friends, all of whom love to
join Anna for pillow fights and snuggling.
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Pepper Mintz – The Encyclopedia
Pepper is most comfortable with her nose in a book. The walls of her greenhued section of the Crystal Caverns are lined with books from top to bottom,
and all of her furniture doubles as bookcases. Even her mattress sits atop a
bookcase, so she can reach down any time of night and grab herself a book
to read in bed.
Pepper’s role on the team is to give them the knowledge they need to
succeed. Not just facts – knowledge. Logical B.B. is the fact girl; but only
Pepper has read enough fiction and poetry to understand what those facts
will really mean on a mission. That said, she’s the most introverted of the
Rangers, and sometimes assumes her ideas aren’t as good as the louder girls’.
The Rangers understand this, and know that if they take the time to pay
attention and draw her out, the result is always worth it.
Pepper’s special power is camouflage. Like a chameleon, she can blend in
with her backgrounds and move around unseen. This suits her personality.
As an introvert, Pepper relishes the opportunity to help the group from the
background. Of course, Pepper’s still mastering her powers, and sometimes
accidentally pops back into plain sight at the worst possible moment. Over
time she’ll learn to master this, just as she’ll learn to speak up for what she
thinks and believes, even if it means going up against a strong personality.
Pepper can also make other living creatures and things invisible by covering
them with her special gadget, the Shimmer Shawl.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: Green
Power: Super Camouflage
Signature Gadget: Shimmer Shawl
Quote: “Fact is…”
Natural Scent: Mint
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Lavender LaViolette –
The Showboat
Super-dramatic, everything Lavender experiences is the absolute
best or the absolute worst. Either way, it’s unlike anything anyone
has ever seen, ever in the entire known universe! She loves to dress
up and playact, so her lavender-hued area of the Crystal Caverns is
filled with boas, hats, and other fabulous accessories.
Lavender’s role on the team is as Danger Detector. Because of her
love of drama, she can sense when something bad is on the horizon,
and will raise the alarm immediately. Since she loves to make a
splash and be the center of attention, Lavender will also make sure
she has a pivotal role in every adventure. She can’t help it; the word
“inconspicuous” is notin Lavender’s vocabulary. Need a decoy to
distract an enemy? It’s all Lavender.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: Violet
Power: Plant Whisperer
Signature Gadget: Flitter Flower
Quote: “You have never seen
anything like this – NEVER!”
Natural Scent: Lavender

Lavender adores flowers and frills… which ties into her special power.
She’s supremely in touch with plants and flowers (which are of course
nature’s flashiest artwork) – so much that she can talk to them and
make them grow. She can make a briar patch spread to race after a
villain; or she can go small weave a flowered tiara out of roses. Yet
when she loses control of her powers, that same rosebush might
grow too much, and wrap all the rangers together in a giant thornand-petal lasso.
Even Lavender’s gadget comes from her love of flowery frills: it’s the
Flitter Flower. She wears this large bloom in her hair like a decorative
barrette, but when she touches it and says “Flittle Flower, make me
small!”, she shrinks down to the size of a butterfly, the flower slides

down to her back and its petals work like wings, and she can
access places no other Rangers can.
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The Rangers’ Mentor
If the Rangers are like nine-year-olds, Kalia is like their supremely cool older sister in high
school. She’s smart, she’s funny, she’s goofy and silly, but she totally has it all together and only
wants to share everything she knows with the Rangers. Kalia has their back and they know
it. If a Ranger is down, Kalia will give her a rousing speech that’ll move her to tears…then a
second later have that Ranger laughing so hard she snorts. Kalia’s also completely gorgeous,
but her outer beauty is just a reflection of what’s inside. Her inner goodness glows as much as
the jewels that sparkle in her long, rainbow-colored hair and on her tiara, scepter, bracelets,
and necklace. Despite her unearthly beauty, Kalia is not your typical guru advisor. She doesn’t
speak in melodic riddles. She’s brilliant, but she’s also approachable, casual, and awesomely
accessible to both viewers and the Rangers.
Kalia’s role on the team is their mentor and Big Boss. She’s the Spirit of the Rainbow, and
leader of Kaleidoscopia. She’s incredibly caring, and wants only the best for Earth, her
neighbor across the rainbow, but it’s not hers to rule. She will, however, do whatever it takes
to protect Earth from her wretched sister Acrimonia, and that’s why she has
the Rangers. When something goes wrong on Earth, Kalia’s largest and most
beautiful mirrored hair clip — the Mirror of Marvels — jingles a tune. Kalia’s long
tresses, which have a mind of their own, curl around the clip and hold it up to
Kalia so she can see what’s on the glass: an image of the problem. Once Kalia
sees the issue, she knows exactly which Rangers would be best to solve it.
In addition to Mirror of Marvels, Kalia’s signature gadgets include her
KaleidoScepter, which emits rainbow-colored light and helps Kalia magically
do everything from fly, to create a perfect French braid, to help the Rangers
transform into their rescue gear. On her wrist Kalia wears a Rainbow Charmlet,
with one charm representing each Ranger. She uses the charms to choose
specific Rangers for each Earthly mission. She also wears a Prismatic Pendant
that functions as a communicator, and allows her to speak to and hear from the
Rangers, wherever they may be.
As for her powers, Kalia can do everything the Rangers can do – but brilliantly
and with perfect control – and then some. Yet for all her incredible power,
Kalia never puts herself above anyone, and always takes the time to enjoy and
hang out with everyone in Kaleidoscopia. And when she actually comes to chill
out with the Rangers in the Crystal Caverns? Most epic. Sleepovers. Ever.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: All of them
Powers: Seemingly Endless
Signature Gadgets: Mirror of Marvels, Rainbow
Charmlet, KaleidoScepter, and Prismatic Pendant
Quote: “Rock it, Rangers!”
Natural Scent: Bubble Gum
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The Enemy
Acrimonia
Like the others, Acrimonia is ageless, but if Kalia’s like a supremely together
senior in high school, Acrimonia’s the resentful sophomore who’s dark and
bitter because she doesn’t have herself figured out. She’d secretly love to be
like Kalia, but since she’s positive no one will ever see her that way, she lashes
out and rejects everyone else before they can reject her. Acrimonia’s the bitter
little sister, upset that Kalia gets to rule Kaleidoscopia, so she’s making her
own niche by causing trouble. When she sees color, joy, and happiness, every
bone in her body wants to jump in and mix it up and turn it all upside down.
Acrimonia would love to take on Kalia in Kaleidoscopia and bring her down,
but Kalia’s way too strong for her and Acrimonia knows it. Instead she gets at
Kalia by causing trouble on Earth… all the while plotting and scheming for that
one day when she’s strong enough to make a real move and take Kalia down for
good.
To help in these villainous pursuits, Acrimonia has her ChromoCrush, a Dark
Kaleidoscope. The ChromoCrush sucks all the color out of things, both literally
and metaphorically. It can turn a rainbow into arcs of basic black and white; it
can suck the joy and exuberance out of someone; or it can simply cause things
to break down and stop functioning the way they should. It’s pretty much an
overall weapon of mass havoc. “Let There Be Blight!” she’ll call, then point her
cone at whatever she wants to affect and watch the madness begin.
Acrimonia’s our kid-level Darth Vader. Like that guy inside the suit, she’s not
evil through and through, she just has issues. Kalia, being awesome, totally
gets it and often tries reaching out to Acrimonia. She’ll even ping her with
Kaleidoscopia’s version of the Sit With Us app, which will lead to a very weird
and wild slumber party at the Crystal Caverns with the Rangers, Kalia, and
Acrimonia. But no matter how close Kalia gets to breaking through, something
will always happen to reignite Acrimonia’s inferiority complex, and she’ll start
causing trouble again.
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Character Traits
Favorite Color: No Color At All
Powers: Suck Away Color, Spread
Sadness, Generally Wreak Havoc
Signature Gadgets: The
ChromoCrush
Quote: “Let There Be Blight!”
Natural Scent: Black Licorice
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Floof –
The Pet
Floof is a Braidicorn, which means he has a long rainbow mane… that
can twirl up and braid itself into a horn. The horn is very useful not
only for playing or warding off troublemakers, but it’s also a handy
tool, since Floof can shoot things out of it. Only happy things, like
candy, streamers, sparkles, bubbles, silly string… you get the idea.
(Except for that one episode where Acrimonia zaps Floof with her
Chromo Crush and he suddenly shoots things like fire out of his
horn… but that’s the exception to the rule.) And since Floof is just
a baby Braidicorn, he’s still learning how to do his horn tricks, so he
makes mistakes. He might shoot out bubble gum instead of bubbles,
or shoot such a strong stream of sparkles that he’s like a sparkle fire
hose.

Character Traits
Favorite Color: How Can He Choose? He Can’t
Possibly Choose!
Powers: He Can Shoot Things (sparkles, bubbles,
etc.) out of his horn.
Signature Gadgets: His own adorableness
Quote: “Floof!”
Natural Scent: Your Favorite Scent—it’s different
for everyone

Floof is the Rangers’ adorable pet and companion. He lives in the
Crystal Caverns, he’s fiercely loyal, and would do anything to please
or protect the Rangers – that’s why he loves going on missions with
them. He thinks of himself as a Ranger in his own right… but since
he’s so young and puppylike, he often causes more problems than
he solves. That’s okay though – his heart’s in the right place, and the
Rangers can’t imagine being without him. Floof’s only word is his own
name, “Floof!,” but he can use it to mean almost anything. Think of
him as Baby Groot in Braidicorn form.
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The World of Kaleidoscopia
Rainbow Rangers episodes are split between Earth and Kaleidoscopia, the Rangers’
natural home. Kaleidoscopia is a fantastical, peaceful, playful world of vibrant color,
beauty, and whimsical fun. Here, plants and animals burst with anthropomorphic
personality, all of them a wonderfully twisted side step from creatures we know on
Earth. Some examples:
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Fluttercups – Buttercup flowers that are actually giggly young

girls and boys, with wing-like “leaves” that let them fly low to the
ground and travel from place to place as they play endless games of
chase.

Dragonflice – Similar to Earth’s dragonflies, except while those

are insects, Kaleidoscopia’s Dragonflice are actual miniature
dragons. And instead of fire, they breathe ice. Dragonflice can be
fierce, but also fiercely loyal if you learn to treat them with respect.

Piggysus – Imagine a Pegasus… but instead of a horse body, it has the body of a seriously adorable

little piggy. Piggysus live in herds and are very shy, but once you earn their trust they’ll become super
cuddly and loyal, and will let you ride them.
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The Crystal Caverns
The Crystal Caverns are the Rangers’ Home Base. It’s their Justice League, their Fortress
of Solitude, their Batcave, their dorm. Though they all live, learn, and play together in the
Caverns, each “room” is designed to reflect each Ranger’s unique personality.
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Gearin’ Up The Rangers
A great Ranger needs great gear, and these girls are tricked out. In addition to their signature Crystal
Cavern rooms and signature gadgets mentioned above, each girl also has:

Spectra-Scooters – Super-speedy rainbow-colored scooters. When Rosie calls out, “Ride, Rangers,
Ride!”, they hop onto the scooters and streak from Kaleidoscopia to Earth, moving so quickly they
create a rainbow in their wake. They can use the scooters during a rescue too, but they only make a
rainbow when they move at “Spectra Speed.”

Prism Patches – The Prism Patch is a round prism embedded into a unique, funky, character-perfect

piece of jewelry for each girl. For Rosie it’s on a wristwatch; for Mandy it’s on jingly earrings; for Mindy
it’s on her hairband. When Kalia contacts the Rangers via her Prismatic Pendant, the Prism Patches
glow and shoot out a beam of light… which resolves into a hologram of Kalia. If more than one Ranger is
together, those glows will combine and the hologram will appear where they meet.

ChromaCom – Every Ranger wears a stylish earpiece, perfectly suited to her signature color and

personality. Through the ChromaComs, the Rangers can communicate with one another anytime and
anywhere, even between Earth and Kaleidoscopia. The glow-lights on the ChromaComs light up when
in use.
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How Episodes Work
Every 22-minute episode begins in Kaleidoscopia, where
the Rangers face their fantastical world’s version of a very
kid-relatable problem. Before the Rangers can work it out,
their Prism Patches glow, and Kalia appears! In her Mirror
of Marvels, Kalia shows the Rangers a problem on Earth.
Someone or something needs their help, and Kalia dispatches
just the right Rangers for the job: “Rock It, Rangers!”
Now the selected Rangers zip onto their Spectra-Scooters
and race to the scene, where they make a bold first choice
of action… which rarely turns out the way they hoped. Yet
the Rangers are indomitable. They never give up, and keep
working together until they save the day! Inspired by their
mission, the Rangers return home to Kaleidoscopia with
a whole new outlook, and easily solve the kid-relatable
problem they left behind.
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Sample Stories
Go With the Floe
Kalia sends Anna, Rosie, and B.B. to rescue a polar bear cub who is stranded on an ice floe in the Arctic Ocean. The
floe is too far out to sea for the cub to swim to safety, and it’s melting as it drifts to warmer waters. Rosie and B.B. have
a very no-nonsense approach to the rescue, and they get frustrated with Anna, who only wants to cuddle, wrestle,
and play tag with the cub. Yet when the cub is too frightened to board B.B.’s tiny Construct-O-Max built rescue boat,
only Anna can convince him it’s okay. The other girls realize playing with the cub wasn’t goofing off at all; the time Anna
spent was important because she earned the cub’s trust and showed she really cared.
In the bookend story, Rosie takes that lesson to heart. She leaves Kaleidoscopia upset
at Mandy for “dawdling” over keepsakes when she’s supposed to be cleaning her room
for the girls’ big sleepover. Yet after the mission, Rosie sits on the floor with Mandy
and “dawdles” with her. Soon the entire sleepover turns into all the Rangers laughing
out loud over their shared memories, having the time of their lives.

Rabbit Roundup
There’s trouble in Australia, where Acrimonia has released a massive slew of wild
rabbits! The rabbits are adorable, but they’re an invasive menace – they’re eating
all the native vegetation! Kalia sends Indigo, Mandy, and Mindy to the scene, and
each one has lots of great ideas to round up the rabbits. In fact, they have so many ideas
that they want to try them all, so they race through each one to get to the next and nothing
really works. Instead, there’s comic ridiculous as the Rangers are overrun by rabbits… and the
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Australian plants are still in danger! Only when the Rangers agree to put their heads together and concentrate on one
plan do they finally rally the rabbits and bring each bunny back to its proper habitat.
This lesson especially resonates with Indigo. She left Kaleidoscopia in a panic because she wanted to plan the perfect
prank, but couldn’t follow through because she kept getting better ideas. After the mission, she focuses on just one
prank and does it perfectly… and even the Rangers who fall for it have to admit it was Indigo’s best work ever.

Amazon Amity
Kalia sends Lavender, Indigo, and Rosie to the Amazon to stop a group of loggers from
tearing down a section of rainforest that’s home to a variety of amazing animals. The
three strong-willed Rangers go on the offensive, using all their skills to scare off the
loggers, but nothing works. The Rangers worry all is lost, until a cuddle from one of
the animals gives them an idea: they’ll get the animals to befriend the loggers! With
the Rangers’ encouragement, the animals do just that, and the loggers are moved.
Now that the loggers know the animals, they can’t possibly destroy the animals’
home. They’ll compromise by sticking with the logging area they have, and living side
by side with the animals in peace.
The story resonates for Lavender, Indigo, and Rosie, who leave Kaleidoscopia in
the middle of a spat with the other Rangers. Each Ranger wants the biggest Crystal
Caverns wall to be her favorite color, and no one will budge. But after the mission,
the girls know compromise is best. They paint the wall with stripes of all their
favorite colors, and make every Ranger happy.
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Overview
Rainbow Rangers is an empowering, exciting, behind-the-curtain peek at the real lives of
superheroes – Earth’s First Responders. It seamlessly blends fantasy and action-adventure
with very relatable, accessible stories about friendship and saving the environment. Since the
Rangers never get a rescue right on their first try, they teach viewers that failing is part of the
process – just one more step on the road to success. In addition, while watching the Rangers take
on missions as huge as saving the Amazon rainforest and as small as helping a single lonely girl,
viewers learn that there are all kinds of ways to make the world a better place. Finally, since each
Ranger is so unique, the show spreads the message that when we all come together, blending all
our colors of the rainbow, there’s nothing we can’t accomplish.

Ride, Rangers, Ride!
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